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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: F o C}-7115-

Year level:

Subject: 'V

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. ‘/ Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

10 owls	 ins6
,r5f 	 sessl'or\ .

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.
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3. 3 Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

F pc4cid tfY1 i F.

4. j Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
tt5rs4)it txo	 t„,,Mtz.	 , e
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. 3 Providing for deeper thinking skills.	 citycl	 at ct liOf 11•01

t)".rt	 101.61,

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc. 	
rf-0(1711 In 	 Sjirl



8.	 Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies
circkl-t

and their application. L.
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9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

ounderstanding to new situations. 	 rclicbw	 flickl 101,0,0	 jorg.SC •

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

exploritli 	t nloolieulolliot ski lls (1'n IccWo.,,,,A) le rtmn)n(i, yyvirt ii,m,, 6,,,,,
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12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work.of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: 'rechno1031

Year level: In
Subject: Sp e c gkot 131591m

	 ciuthi

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1.	 Reducing the time they spend on the basics.
tle5	 ISA c r 6/51,A) 41.0Y) frefl 0 01 ev).1 11./4	 Imo	 Xifinvrsl

14V mow`
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2. Omitting those parts of the course t4at they can already do.

th(cl	 sIG;115 k vie/Kt fts i'r	Frool cl-s

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

54 to a u.c1 In saner pov cr? 134 u(14 ie . t1yskr 7 CiAcJIcak.

•

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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eolucikoel
7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problen strate ies S

and their application. 	
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9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
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12.	 Extending the specific interests and underst
anding. 
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Appropriate educational provision for the gifted

Are the classroom activities designed to:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

2nd1st

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge
r"talci

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and
.	 Explorinl 	 t;.0.1'.

performance skills?	 ,
IndeprnanCt In Cif aliM

Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less
cot ricbil

time on the basics?	
Jo wl s	 k

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?
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Appendix E

Classroom Observation

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour
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Adapted from: Developing Programs for Gifted Students Braggett, 1994.



Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Isstas - Rescue, ecoo(A mUnit Title: Rojtriok;Ccrll

Year level: hK IQ

Subject: (tar

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

gift 100,Lid 6 'U Iry	 1 1 fry	 Y110(1.211:

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.
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6.	 Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7.	 Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies
	 9

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and rID c'"k4 175)( •

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict
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Developing enabling skills and performance skills. 	 min; brie r

12.	 Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: mecifol swdics: Ntwspyxfs

Year level:

Subject: Erg (5\1

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

Eitkst- --9 n clute-CAPA- S[Vob Covik-P,,c/f3

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

Ind. skid,/ Cvok(Ack —	 poictot_.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

JIN	 ke(AI GNI -tch — ckoi‘&	 atc,i4A-`c_4

1-50,1C[rr-V	 010(41Ciat

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

ckerro C.% Coln .

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

'knot	 6-01 elocm,:r Tax
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.	
UX crf curvipukt proLyawv)

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.	 opts vt ottcLes s . o t 1-r,slcs

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.	 rt Pte 	 till is .	 fa; '0,4,...,3c,	 Co--t 100

pa.tet A.1

atati5 Aldo 1 L rrtt 11) ejO,..4

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
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12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appendix E

Classroom Observation

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Gfir	 `1RI°

Appropriate educational provision for the gifte

Are the classroom activities designed to:
•	 -

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?	 (901
Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations? pd,1 04i 14 n toy.

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and

MehicovAort CA" ill 41bperformance skills?

	

gg ifakth	 co ap• itetMA'`.5
Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more
ffiCk/ (ASquickly?	 gif FActo 	 er„ctlidiJor

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?

Adapted from: Developing Programs for Gifted Students Braggctt, 1994.



Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title:	 KOYYlcvi 	 Cii Vi I (Sal-c dn

Year level:	 MRS

Subject:	 IRS V7Pi

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.
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4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

extosion tto,cit	 .

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.
f., 140 ".

citArc,,u,rrcspo-61	 cf.cik4_,,,1

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

eta, fn dossraisF.

8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.	 1-4. .	 di 60.11. civri k c of-till cyr Konl On S 14•C, 0 1-7% Oki

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
COopcfc.ku-t 1Lcktv-%	 lin 61 fle-41"c.x.	
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12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title:	 am2it	 Souk

Year level: g

Subject:	 },shn

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

eft, eic 6..T1 "1 mac,

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.
fripenclby ind ivici LA I oliftrAus•

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

kilii-r4td iiirnijh Lea y-cxwoi,.

8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.	 340(/ 4 IrqS11/vic",■ -9 F00 S cif ci (cc/kg S l'o /• s

v

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

le areo"Wv.t. 1etv14,,I.	 eXpl of in

ttiCArdo in

12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appropriate educational provision for the gifted "_

Are the classroom activities designed tO:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?
(1114‘) "clUSi ft 5

Joh	 it-t it respeAsts (s ctrl d1 ovidt4
Encourage an permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggctt, 1994) and

performance skills? 	 it9SP's;6't ibvile“"t-
Extcnd the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?	 VIP "WI int el CO t20"^

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?	 d Ah 	 ( httg P..%) frlive&‘.1ari

PoImpei	 koANcA- (4► 4...1-c I.

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour
Rama,

Givilisrbon 

gtonat	 -

Aejt.

2nd

of eAi 41),

Appendix E

Classroom Observation

Adapted from: Developing Programs for Gifted Students Braggctt, 1994.
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Appendix F

Document Analysis
Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

F owl (' ly t CCIYVI 1.-4 On

Unit Title: Oinini Out}

Year level: Yrit II

Subject: JAponex

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

prEclooul.ialtt7 ft/V11 (1 110,i in fArt levioucte .

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills. 	 imr–tesio.-.

probLtm solvt ovoeco,ot, /

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

C (Mk IN u c.(ki CLCAlif"	 r,t..-J C CA,- Cf, f- .



8.	 Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

H.Oray Thl ,'/A4.1	 Yr ite-1■1"
._._)	 ancil-p's ,

12. Extending the specific interests and understanding. 	 .



Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: 11166/9-(ncti0- g-eiC(NOL-

Year level:

Subject:	 bk\ cAi

6)

This unitunit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

O f. rif ect	 tavv,wovl 12e.Acts-,6

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
loavMlio st	 asst. TS

C evIlYclot. rr/4	 SCI g. ;tic ckel	 ric .
0..Jelluc.Pdv,	 pe-tr CV&,luc-ko l .

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

4-74	 e too r,:r	 fo	 17. k
co."(Yr,,c1. ijs [oh •

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.

ef.A endeal otz	 17/15)c
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

cyienAGIt fLe. 47,01. t ele-jenAi st	 rci pw1KA

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

12.	 Extending the specific interests and understanding.

561,12,1-3 ttlfz.c61
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Appropriate educational provision for the gifted r te' 1st 	 2nd

Arc the classroom activities designed to:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

stAirs-c- •	 t.	 VOcollo 411P%,
wevw.	 um tort

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow foci the dqvelopment of creative problem
Ap, }.0 icv■qociy. prWitei.•3

solving strategies Ad their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggctt, 1994) and

performance skills?

Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?	
'h1 rnt/wet-1 - ttabAcl<	 3

exploAAhsor,
Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?

Appendix E

Classroom Observation

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

F.1.011

Adapted from: Developing Programs for Gifted Students Braggctt, 1994.



Appendix F

Document Analysis
Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: i(rocI5	 periodi.c 1-4Lieti
Year level:

Subject:	 Citi1441/1-Y1,

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

CKAk 1-1-0;s d wn

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

rfLs
Atli s.	 (.‘	 ttci>

owv) ch,451447, 01

, 4:„ r t.: ce.1(3

‘, 47, 19,D / o	 if-ei,•3

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

n	 olc,61
cJ

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
p,o...1c 0,,,-, cArrial"1- Tyto tt-en

c 0 Ofoi-11\1-( 6vv‘AD	 614 .rlif yiNca-c.. r-fr-oti'%-laS .
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12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Document Analysis
Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: Fortosic Sacnc.(.

Year level: 46 `1110

Subject:	 5ok,„0„ ..... decrikit .

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

xi pad wvvic Icooldsts

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

Rir pcmkd waYlc 170olcilak.

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



Grit; ccd	 D itSpotA-C11);(,.

Pry avA,

8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.	 visi k 01; xis,'
r4odc	 11, O . s-/-4 ctU3

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

inptA FYOrvi exe-v1-c - Sc prk	 S cAt.- krs

Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

12.	 Extending the specific interests and understanding.

situations.
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Appendix E

Classroom Observation

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Ruin
'10) 1-10 	, 1,

cAzch et.

Appropriate educational provision for the gifted

Arc the classroom activities designed to:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

1st

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and
4.0.T .	 cOrtic 2/1performance skills? ostwai, in to k-3.+Lit

Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?	 3hicliAV (1.4 .„.7 eAoll■vd

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?	 F f4uct wrAlook

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

RIC efaud

choiuz

•

own learning?

Adapted from: Developing Programs for Gifted Students Braggett, 1994.
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Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories
	 9

These coding categories have been based on the work .of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: 60 ifs wi

Year level: 11K II

Subject:	 o g AMA.

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics. otth- 54 90,4:6,-,
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2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

c,110; u2. 4 17,,s ks	 s lc of. ar.e. 4 164. OD I lo,,-).'3

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies ■-- 	 rT6 I ff-bh6pk5
re.

and their application. 	 6 roliri S hYlAill'iNti	 P•ousc cf	 u,
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9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations. crtcl-t own C ("41	 •

10. Encouraging meaningful examination o

ituations.

0-1k n c	 4,c6. c»,c( .

Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

12.	 Extending the specific interests and understanding.,
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Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: Grit Is

Year level:	 IR I I .

Subject:	 D(01 FYI PI

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

i	 Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

7.	 Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

12.	 Extending the specific interests and understanding.

r
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Provide for deeper thinking skills? 	 iv

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?	 Kfr

Allow for the development of creative problem the" cr-U	 3

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggctt, 1994) and

performance skills?

Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more 	 3

quickly?	 prA4011/4

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their 	 3
46 04A otown learning?
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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: T2 IcGirus Gin c. l lect	 : wt o ccip17, d c% •

Year level: tftC 10

Subject:	 (pc, I- GrPecos of exuz	 E5 C
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This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4.	 Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.	 teach 6rniAsi-iyet
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9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.
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Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: 1 n kr(	 V\	 kl{A ti e)

Year level:	 'IR 10

Subject: DtS 0-P Ex(5211-eiLt - 636-	 (ecyFCrf mgr m;01,6.-cent-
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This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

enced	 in 11,\c,f	 him.	 (Au d	 Avolsi-J3

4. Allowing them to be more
{
 responsible for their own learning.
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.

7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



8.	 Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application. h►ockz.1

Proved tiv; Ft) 6,-ts.cc 51611s. t.‘ 17 tov*Asi-v rev.in

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict
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11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
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tat	 2ndAppropriate educational provision for the gifted

Arc the classroom activities designed to:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and
5001.0 rok S coop

performance skills?	
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_ Derry( #6.0% 4C.1	 pg..cis.
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Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?
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Appendix F

Document Analysis
Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: fi usiTcd

Year level: 1)

Subject: Ehi\jstl

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1.	 Reducing the time they spend on the basics.
r feeci	 1-1)p.-k .0 I

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc. 	 rcft,	 10,0115-	 av=.1v6i4yk&-,
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations. 	 afvj, /Am cr(K0-..t-c^1-7  11-v a(

r-Gspot.4(_,J	 okSL r a—cA
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10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
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Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title: 'nal

Year level: V

Subject: FOYZ C11

wock sht

LoviL, t1c7.

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

Xi	 GI fry;

4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.
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6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application. 	 hr(vc, CI)	 //LC 1-A1	 (--
atej ;

trrA"-5-se.Z

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

Developing enabling skills and performance skills.
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Appropriate educational provision for the gifted 

Arc the classroom activities designed to:

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

Encourage and permit students to extend their
knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?
Allow for the development of creative problem
solving strategies and their application?
Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

Axil en
and understanding to new situations? " 	 iools

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues
and conflict situations?

11-0T	 tit 11`	 1-‘‘Extend the specific interests and under tandings of
the gifted?
Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less
time on the basics?
Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course
they can already do?	 1-14 trcd (^ II) P6 4t kA9"ttdal
Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more
quickly?
Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their
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Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and
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Appendix F

Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title:
	

To row r

Year level: ti K.

Subject: nomo i54-21-6\

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.

2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.

C) Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.

5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

"-- VS\icv\n	 .0 101 Cli,A_

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills. 	
M 1191

A Af On (twitiv-A	
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D	 Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.
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8. Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application.

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.

Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and conflict

situations.

11. Developing enabling skills and performance skills.

12. Extending the specific interests and understanding. 
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Appropriate educational provision for the gifted
1-,

Arc the classroom activities designed to:

1st 2nd
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ri/C1( ti-{ISZtirCittlAb%.i	 VC/
Encourage and permit students to extend their

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc?

Allow for the development of creative problem Vocct la .	 j
riovutt

solving strategies and their application? 	 (ov/t4y. kferfn
Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

Provide for deeper thinking skills?
crf

KM:r.	 C.r.+.+co.1 1)% ic%-5
Extend the specific interests and understandings of

the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less
4/01	 krx-7)time on the basics? Cre^t

Allow the gifted to omit those parts of the course
+Appal •#14,0 !ono, 

they can already do?

Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their

own learning?

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?	 "Al(Ab C".."1.•	 •

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and ,
l hosii1/4r1;	 Kgstova.,

performance skills?
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Document Analysis

Matching People's Attitudes to their Behaviour

Predetermined Coding Categories

These coding categories have been based on the work of Eddie Braggett (1994)

Developing Programs for Gifted Students.

Unit Title:
	

Intrrn	 cArAtoy

Year level:

Subject:

This unit of work provides for gifted students by:

1. Reducing the time they spend on the basics.
rxrj c, (IND, 6Ast tad, a

pouol	 i;nkro -- S it
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2. Omitting those parts of the course that they can already do.

3. Permitting them to speed up if they can work more quickly.
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4. Allowing them to be more responsible for their own learning.
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5. Changing my usual teaching strategies.

6. Providing for deeper thinking skills.
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7. Encouraging and permitting students to extend their knowledge,

understanding, skills processes, etc.



8.	 Allowing for the development of creative problem solving strategies

and their application. 5 4 OA-

void, SIB'''S 1;̂  "5 614-'1\
0, eel H tcA-trik- •

9. Providing the opportunity to apply one's knowledge and

understanding to new situations.
I

10. Encouraging meaningful examination of social issues and
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conflict

situations.	
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12. Extending the specific interests and understanding.
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Appropriate educational provision for 	 giftei e
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re the classroom activities desi ed t

Provide for deeper thinking skills?

Encourage and permit students to extend their

	

knowledge, understanding, skills, processes, etc? 	 3

Allow for the development of creative problem

solving strategies and their application?

Provide the opportunity to apply one's knowledge

and understanding to new situations?

Encourage meaningful examination of social issues

and conflict situations?

	

Develop enabling skills (Braggett, 1994) and LA	 Ft..4

Cobp kcheAAD	 jAhruiperformance skills?
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the gifted?

Provide the opportunity for the gifted to spend less

time on the basics?

Allow the gifted t	 ose parts of the course
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Permit the gifted to speed up if they can work more

quickly?

Allow the gifted to be more responsible for their
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own learning?
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